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1. We see time and time again old buildings being torn down and their features 

destroyed. Will the internal and external heritage features of the Edward Millen 

House be maintained?  

 

Place Leader – Yes, they certainly will. Both Rotunda and Mildred Creek are heritage-

listed, so we have to keep all those features. Externally it is more of an upgrade and 

the Mildred Creek building has quite a lot of asbestos in it, so that will undergo a 

substantial change, but the intention is to return it to its original features, but with 

safer materials. The Rotunda building has had quite a bit of work done to keep its 

features looking as good as it can.  

 

2. Is there any plan to address the anti-social behaviour at John Macmillan Park? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – There definitely is and the Town is aware of those 

issues. We contracted an Aboriginal Controlled Organisation called Rooforce to 

deliver to community liaison and outreach in that space and they are there two days 

a week. In terms of the larger problem, it is a problem well beyond the scope of this 

session, but we are attempting to advocate to a variety of state and federal 

government agencies that can provide that level of support that the Town just 

simply cannot.  

 

Police – There are groups that come down from the North for medical treatments 

and they are here for periods of time and then move. From an enforcement point of 

view at Kennington this is a priority. We patrol the park, talk to these groups, search 

for alcohol, issue move-on notices, and liquor infringements, and we try to stop the 

problem that day before anything escalates.  A lot of these types of issues i.e. 

alcohol and disorderly conduct are non-arrestable offences. If they keep committing 

these offences then we can arrest them. It is a very complicated issue and we have 

regular meetings with the Town on how we can approach this problem. 

 

Place Leader – In terms of the Macmillan precinct masterplan, we have 

implemented CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design), which is 

making sure there is a sense of ownership and overlooking of public spaces from 

residents or businesses, so that when we plan for the future of this space, we are 

making sure that we do not create these anti-social spaces. 

 

3. Regardless of the type or value of our CCTV cameras, can we come to the police, or 

are you only interested in the high quality cameras? 

Police – Any camera is good from an investigation point of view. The low quality 

cameras might capture a blurry image, but they still provide the time and date of the 

offence. Any camera helps with our investigation. 



 

4. You mentioned the CCTV map, can we contact Kennington police and confirm 

whether that area has been covered, so we can decide to make that big 

investment or not? 

Police – Yes, you can. Regardless of whether there are cameras or not in that area, 

we encourage cameras, because it helps with our investigations.  

 

5. Is there a Neighbourhood Watch group in East Victoria Park? 

Police – No, not a formal group, but you can facilitate an online social media group. 

 

6. Does the Town have a dedicated security patrol? 

The Town has considered that on several occasions. Say for a two car, 24hr security 

patrol service at $50 an hour, it would cost 1.2million to implement that service in 

the Town of Vic Park. The City of Belmont has a security patrol service and they 

spent 1.3 million a year and the City of Melville spent 2.4 a year every year and 

there is no published evidence that a local government security patrol service has 

any impact on crime. Whenever the council have considered it, they have 

considered that the outcomes do not match the costs. 1.2 million could be spend on 

more significant social issues, alcohol and drugs and towards targeting those crime 

drivers. If this is a service that you would like the Town to implement, you need to 

chat to your elected members and tell them what your priorities are. 

 

Police – I live in Cockburn and we have the patrol cars going around and I do not see 

the difference they make. There might be a visual deterrent, but they do not 

prevent anything from happening. The CCTV scheme is far more affective. 

   

7. You mentioned motor vehicle break-ins, how many are there in the area? 

Police – Over the year it is in the hundreds. A lot of people have started to take their 

valuables out and leave their doors unlocked. It is the crime type that has the lowest 

clearances for us, because the evidence is hard to gather and forensically, a lot of 

them wear gloves and socks, so it is hard to gather prints. It is about a 2% clearance 

rate. 

 

8. Have the police thought about a sea container on-site office where they can 

observe these groups and interact with them?  

We try to visit the MacMillan Park as much as possible and we go out and talk to 

these groups as often as we can. It is more of an executive level decision. 

 

9. What are the public lockers? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – They are designed so that rough sleepers have 

access to secure storage options for their belongings, as many are often required to 

carry their possessions throughout the day. 



 

10. What is the latest update on the public lockers? Will it increase anti-social activity? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – This project is happening soon, but contact the 

Town for the specifics about that. The office recommendation is that we do not 

install lockers and we instead undertake advocacy to try to get some sort of 

homeless support services in the Town. 

 

11. In preventing low-level crimes, is the ‘see something, say something’ a worthwhile 

endeavour? If you see the offence, should you yell and intervene? 

Police – I would say never put yourself in danger, but it is a personal choice. I would 

not go out and confront these people, because you do not know how drunk they are 

or their demeanour. A lot of the time we need to arrest these people for evidence, 

so you can take photos. It is worth reporting.  

 

12. Is the CCTV seen as a deterrent?  

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – The Australian Institute of Criminology did a very 

interest research article on this where they interviewed detainees about what stops 

them from checking things out and a home alarm was the number one and CCTV 

came in around four or five. It is not a number one deterrent, but it is worth looking 

at. In terms of the deterrence of CCTV, it is not a silver bullet and it is not going to 

solve everything, but the deterrence comes from the reputation. If an area gets a 

reputation as being an area where you will not get away with it then that is where 

the deterrence comes in. That reputation comes about through things like CCTV, 

knowing your neighbourhoods or contacting the police. 40% of property owners are 

rentals, so it is difficult to build those reputations. 

 

Police – anecdotally we have found that when criminals see the CCTV, they are no 

longer determined to commit the crime.  

 

 

13. What is the role of the RooForce service? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer - It is our community liaison and outreach 

organisation. They are there to attend mostly the John MacMillan precinct to speak 

to the people gathering, to build relationships, to find out why they are there and to 

try to manage their behaviour before it escalates. They contact the WA police when 

people do not move on or put their alcohol away or continue to drink.   

 

 

14. Where is the Neighbourhood Watch group focused? Can the Town support it? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – I’m happy to support any group that wants to set up 

a NB watch group, but the Town will not lead it. We have a Burswood Peninsula NB 

watch group and they have a meeting every three months to have a chat about 



issues of the areas and educating new residents. It is up to community how much 

effort they want to put it in and the Town is happy help and facilitate that. 

 

 

15. There is a lot of litter in the park. Do you tell those groups to pick up their litter? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – Yes, they certainly do, however there are other 

priorities that we are focusing on in terms of behaviour. 

 

16. Are we targeting each crime ‘hot spot’? 

Police – When a continuing hot spot is identified, we allocate resources and officers 

to target that and once it is resolved, then those resources get moved to other 

identified hotspots. We have bikes at Kennington station, and we send them down 

here, but we have to cover other areas too such as Como, Karawara, and South 

Perth, because there is never one hotspot. 

 

 

How much CCTV do we have along the Albany Hwy strip? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – Almost every single business along Albany Hwy has 

a CCTV system that covers the public realm, but the Town of Victoria Park does not 

operate any public space over CCTV along Albany Hwy. It is all local businesses, 

community, and residential. 

 

17. How many people are homeless? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – The Town undertook its homeless count and we 

have 8 rough sleepers in the Town and Kennington Police Station has twelve on their 

books.  

 

 

18. How is the rubbish at the park being dealt with? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – The Town’s Park team go there every morning once 

per day to clean up the rubbish. 

 

 

19. You mentioned how people keep their cars unlocked, should we do that? 

Safer Neighbourhoods Officer – It is a personal choice, but they can open your 

bonnet, steal your battery, and drain the petrol and steal as many belts from your 

engine.  

 

 

 


